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I. IN’I‘KODIJC’T‘ION 

During the 1993 LEP run it was discovered that certain 
clomi orbits produced high vcrtic~l beam-beam tune shifts. 
By correcting systcmatlcally back to one of these orbits at the 
bcglnning oi’ each physics coast. a reproducibly good 
luminosity pcrformancc was achicvcd. These so called 
“golden orbits” wzrc initially found by trial and error. The 
most common rncthod was to USC a ‘bare orbit’ correction 
stratcp:,!. \\‘ith this rncthod a thcorctical orbit is cotnputcd 
from a mcasurcd orbit by /el-oing all the correctors in the 
machine A standard MICADO type correction on the result 
was then used to establish a list of correctors to use. This 
rncthod has the advantage that it re-seeds the closed orbit 
IL ith a coinl~letcly nt’x\ set of correctors. Further corrections 
on the resulting orbit often lead to small vertical beam sizes 
and hcncc high \ crtical beam-beam tune shifts. In gcncral 
this strategy worked one time in three attempts. Once 
cstahlishcd the golden orbit was used as the basis for 
corrccuon in later fills. The tcchniquc of performing il bare 
orbit corrcctlon was maintained, but then diffcrcncc to the 
rcfcrcncc orbit was corrected. usually with many correctors. 

The difference between good and bad orbits proved 
difficult to quantify. In all casts the rms. value of the orbit at 
the pickups was less than O.Xrnm. In general orbits with the 
smallest rrns. values were not necessarily the best for 
luminosity. Studies were uruhlakcri to lry and understand 
the intluencc of the orbit on the vertical beam six, and hence 
luminosity. Thcsc conccntratcd on t\Vo parameters w hi& play 

3 significant role in dctcrmini ng the W~tical beam six. 
namely the vertical dispcrslorl and rhc machine coupling. 

2 fiMI’I‘TAN(‘E fiATI IN I’tIYSIC‘S 

The ratio of the vcnical to the horirontal cmittancc gives 
3 tiicasurc‘ of the coupling in the rnaihicc. ‘I’hia can bc 
computed from the luminosity seen by the ii~ur I.EP 
cspcrimcnts and the horirontal ctnItt;mcc ar the I liP Ii\ 
lisht monimrs (RFOV)[?]. The vertical heam six at the 
BEt A’ IS not LISC’~. as beta-bcuting fr-om hean-hcam has hccn 
found to significantly aff‘cct the \crtical hcam silt mading<. 

The cmittancc ratio, K, is then gi\,cn lx : 
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l’hc data for the I.FP physics fill 1 X91 is shown in 
Figure 1. The cmittance ratio quickly ccttlcs down to a value 
of about 2%. During the soasl it decreases slowly to about 1% 
towards the end of the fill. For optimum perforrnancc the 
horizontal and vertical beam-beam tune shifts should be 
equal. For this the emittancc ratio and the b& ratio (at the 
IF?) should bc the same. In 109.1 the beta ratio was 2%. If 
the rmittancc ratio is larger than the beta ratio the \ crt~cal 
beam-beam tune shift (which dctcrmincs luminosity) wilt be 
relativcty lower than the hori7ontal. It is thcrcforc important 
to keep the cmittancc ratio at, or bclo\v. the beta ratio This 
was achieved during this fill. In order to reach this limit, all 
contributions to the vertical beam size need to bc kept small. 
Dispersion, bctatron tune and coupling arc obCous 
parameters. 

3. OBSERVATIONS ON Rt~SlDllrZt. VEK’I‘II’AL 

DISPERSION 

During the middle part of 1493 3 acrica of nicaburcmcnth 
were made of the dispersion at the bcginninp and end of 
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physics coasts. Logged luminosity data was used to compute 
the vertical beam-beam tune shift at the time of each 
dispersion measurcmcnt. The r~‘sults are shown in Figure 2. 

There is no corrclatior: hctwcen Ihc vchcd barn-beam 

tune shift and the measured rms. vertical dispersion. It 
should be noted, however, that the data is bias& towards 
"~1VClX~C" quality iillS. ‘The physiec coasts vvith vcty high 
luminosity pcrfixmance are absent from this plot - as there 
was a natural tendency of the operators to not measure 
dispersion with a very high luminosity. With this caveat, and 
within this range of dispersion. WC conclude that the 
luminosity is not being dominated by the residual rms. 
vertical dispersion. 
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Figure 2: Beam-Beam Tune Shift vs. Vertical Dispersion 

Measurcmcnrs on the variation of single beam size with 
residual vertical dispersion arc shown in iigurc 3. Dispersion 
vvas varxd by using different or-bit correction strategies and, 
in the case of large dispersions, by the USC of dispersion 
bumps. Data \+a~ recorded for dispersions in the range 
bctwecn b and 41cm The beam sizes used are those read by 
the F3El.W in il place of xro horizontal dispersion 
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Figure 3: Horizontal and Vertical Beam Sizes. Measured at 
the RELY as a f:unction of rms. Vertical Dispersion 

The data of figure 3 indicates that below a certain value 
the vertical beam size is no longer dominated by residual 
vertical dispersion In the case shown, the critical value of 
dispersion was about Icm. .4s the dispersion in physics is 
generally lower than this, other processes must be dominating 
the beam sizes and hence luminosity. 

4 ORBIT CORRECTION AND ITS EFFECT ON 
COUPLING 

Figure 4 summarizes the results of measurcmtnts made 
of the effect of vertical orbit correction strategy on coupling. 
The simplest way to mcasurc coupling is via the closest tune 
approach[3]. Here the two bctatron tunes are crossed with 
the Q-meter measuring continuously in PLI, mode. The 
smallest distance in tune between the two is a measure of the 
strength of the coupling resonance. Each curve shows the 
variation of the closest tune approach with changes to tho 
imaginary part of the machine coupling for a particular orbit. 
The complete machine coupling compensation used for LEP 
is purely imaginary and has a value of 1.6 in the same units. 
Scvcral strategies were used to correct the orbit, In all casts 
the resulting orbit had an rms. value of less than 0.5mm and 
all orbits were qualitatively similar. In each cast the 
mcasurcd mean vertical dispersion was less than 8cm. The 
stratcgics used to correct the orbit were: 
Standard : Multiple standard corrections. 
64 Bare : Bare orbit using only 64 Correctors. 
Special 64: Correction with many correctors (-250) then 

a bare orbit with 64 correctors on the result. 
Golden : Correction of the difference to an good orbit 

for luminosity, found empirically. 
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Figure 4: Coupling Curves for Various Vertical Orbit 
Correction Strategies. 

The resulting variation in the minimum of the curves is 
about a factor two. In addition there is a significant shift in 
the imaginary coefficient at which the minimum occurs. The 
normal trimmed setting for this parameter in physics coasts is 
-0.0 I. At this point there is a factor three between of the 
closest tune approach given by the different orbit correction 
strategies. As the closest tune approach is directly related to 
the amount of coupling in the machine, the effect is 
considered to be significant. The curves of figure 4 were 
checked with and without pretzel separators and were found 
to bc identical. 

5. COUPLING AND ITS EFFECT ON BEAM SIZE 

In a machine with no vertical dispersion, the 
relationship between the emittance ratio and the closest tune 
approach is given by the equation [4]: 
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tc = 1_ G+ + 1) 

where 
(42 + 1) 

scl 
[II 

Y= 
21% - %I 

Where 6q is the measured closest tune approach and ]qi,-qJ is 
the distance to the main coupling resonance. LEP is operated 
in physics with tunes; Qt,= 90.3, Q,,= 76.16. Thus ]qh-q-1 = 
0.14. In LEP the synchrotron sidebands of the coupling 
resonance have proved important [5]. PIssuming the above 
equation [I] holds also for the frst synchrotron sideband, the 
distance from this resonance is only 0.075, as the standard 
synchrotron tune,Q,=0.065. Figure 5 shows the variation of 
the emittance ratio with the closest tune approach based on 
equation [ 11. for the cast of the main coupling resonance and 
the first synchrotron sideband. 
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Figure 5: Emittance Ratio vs. Closest Tune .4pproach for 
Main Coupling and the 1 st Qs Sideband Resonances. 

In order to keep the emittance ratio below 2% the closest 
tune approach must be better than 0.028 for the main 
coupling resonance. From figure 4 it can be seen that this is 
achicvcd for all correction strategies. If the 1st synchrotron 
sideband of the coupling resonance is strong, then the closest 
tune approach must be less than 0.015. This may not always 
be reached. Of course the strength of the 1st synchrotron 
sideband is not exactly the same as the main coupling 
resonance and, in both cases, the dispersion is neglected. 

During some of the measurements made to form the 
curves of figure 4, the beam sizes on the BEW were 
recorded. The data is shown in figure 6. The same beam was 
used for the three data sets and the machine conditions kept 
constant (except orbit). The beams were separated and 
measured vertical dispersion was in the range 6 to 8 cm. A 
clear correspondence can be seen between the closest tune 
approach data of fgurc 4 and the beam size variations of 
figure 6. In each case the changes in the beam size with 
variations in the imaginary coupling coefficient are similar 
and much larger than would be expected with the distance of 
the tunes from the main coupling resonance. The data of 
figure 6 is, however, qualitatively similar to that expected if 
the first synchrotron sideband of the coupling resonance is 
causing the emittance ratio to increase. 

The data of Iigure 6 can be used to estimate the effect of 
coupling and orbit on luminosity. From figure 6 a change in 

beam size of 40% can easily be generated by using different 
orbit correction strategies. 
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Figure 6: The Variation of Beam Size with the Imaginary 
Coupling Coefficient and Orbit Correction Strategy. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

Of several machine paramctcrs which contribute to the 
beam sizes in collision and the hence to the luminosity 
delivered to the experiments, the residual vertical dispersion 
is recognized as being very important. Since a realignment 
of the LEP machine in the vertical plane was done, the 
residual dispersion has been routinely maintained at 
relatively small values. At these low levels of dispersion 
other parameters seem to dominate the beam size 

Another parameter has been studied: coupling. Here it 
has been found that the residual coupling in the machine is a 
strong function of the way in which the vertical orbit has 
been corrected. Theoretical studies are underway to look at 
how the orbit correction strategy might affect the beam 
position at the sexmpoles (the major cause of coupling). The 
idea of an orbit where the beam position in the sextupoles is 
such as to cause very little coupling links quite well with the 
operations groups recent use of “golden orbits”. 

The large changes in the beam size as a function of the 
(relatively small) mcasurcd changes in coupling cannot be 
explained by the standard coupling theory as the distance 
from the main coupling resonance is too great. However the 
first Qs sideband of the main coupling resonance is strong in 
LEP. It is possible that this resonance causes the observed 
beam size variation with coupling.More investigations will be 
made during 1994. 
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